LAKESHORE UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST CONGREGATION
5065 Sherbrooke Street,
Lachine, QC. H8T 1H9
514 - 637- 6974

DECEMBER 2017
December 3rd - 10:30 am.

MOVING TOWARDS RECONCILIATION
WITH INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

This multi-generational experience will be held in the church Hall. Kairos
facilitators will lead us through the Blanket Exercise, which covers over
500 years of history in a 1 1/2 hour participatory workshop. This
interactive learning experience that teaches the Indigenous rights history
we’re rarely taught was developed in response to the 1996 Report of the
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples—which recommended education
on Canadian-Indigenous history as one of the key steps to reconciliation.
Blanket Exercise participants take on the roles of Indigenous peoples in
Canada. Standing on blankets that represent the land, they walk through
pre-contact, treaty-making, colonization and resistance. Participants are
drawn into the experience by reading scrolls and carrying cards which
ultimately determine their outcomes. The Blanket Exercise is followed by a
debriefing session in which participants have the opportunity to discuss the
experience as a group. This often takes the form of a talking circle.
We will have chairs around the perimeter of the room for those who wish to
observe, rather than take part in the exercise.
** Note - Following the Blanket Exercise,
everyone is invited to enjoy a First Nations
luncheon of Corn Chowder Soup, Bannock,
3 Sisters Salad, and Berry Compote
prepared by Marlene Hale, a First Nations
chef. Freewill offerings will be welcomed to
help cover the cost of the meal.
Service Leader - Susan Czarnocki Hospitality: Christopher Thomson
Music - Kerry-Anne Kutz
Sari Kelen

LUNCHEON ON THE 3RD

**

LUNCHEON ON THE 3RD

December 10 - 10:30 a.m.

BEAUTY
Rev. Heather Fraser-Fawcett

The poet, Keats, has written: "a thing of beauty is a joy forever; it will never
pass into nothingness; but still will keep a bower quiet for us, and a sleep
full of sweet dreams and health and quiet breathing...."
Beauty matters. It motivates us to get up in the morning. It surprises us
and sustains us. We can see it in the dark as well as in the light if we but
have the eyes to see. It is in our essence and in the essence of others,
places, and things. Sometimes, however, we need the eyes of the heart
to truly see beauty. But when we see...aah, when we truly see, beauty
abounds.
Service Leader - Christopher Thomson
Music- Kerry-Anne Kutz

December 17 - 10:30 a.m.

Hospitality: José vanAmerongen
James Sisley

LIGHTING OUR CORNER OF THE SKY
Lakeshore Children and Youth

The Youth Group hopes you will all join them for this truly MULTIGENERATIONAL holiday service. Our children and youth will lead us
through a joyous spiritual exploration of how different spiritual groups
(Pagan, Jewish, Christian, Kwanzaa and Unitarian) celebrate at this time of
the year – expressed through story and song. They are hoping that some
of the adults will also take part in the play! If interested, there’s more
information on page 7.
Service Leaders – LUUC Youth Group
Music – Kerry-Anne Kutz

Hospitality: Paul Sullivan
Nancy Schmidt

There will be an SE Sleepover on the night of the 16th –
Details to follow shortly in an email from our SE Coordinator Elsa.
BAZAAR ON THE 17TH!

BAZAAR ON THE 17TH!

BAZAAR ON THE 17TH!
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December 24 - 5:30 p.m.

CHRISTMAS EVE MUSICAL SERVICE
Kerry-Anne Kutz

The musical talents of the Congregation, including some Choir members,
will be solicited in this innovative service with songs and stories reflecting
our Unitarian Universalist Christmas traditions.
Service Leaders - Karine Deschamps
& Kerry-Anne Kutz

Hospitality: Dori Abbott
Peg Wooley

NOTE: THERE IS NO SUNDAY SERVICE ON DECEMBER 31st.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU IN THE NEW YEAR! SUNDAY
SERVICES START UP AGAIN ON JANUARY 7TH
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
If today's snowfall wasn't already a stark reminder
that the holidays are merely a month away, the
commercials on TV and the stores filled to the
rafters with potential holiday gifts is just another
sign of the frenzy to come!
Growing up, I don't remember the chaos
surrounding the holidays. Sure, we decorated the
house, put up a tree, we even had an Advent's
wreath that we made and we would light the
candles on it every week and sing German Advent
carols. Some of my happiest memories of my
mother are from this time of year. We would spend
hours in the kitchen baking Christmas cookies and making gingerbread
houses.
Nowadays, being a mother, the chaos surrounding the holidays seems to
have caught up with me. I literally have to schedule in the decorating,
shopping and baking. If I do have to brave the malls, I make sure I have a
list of what I am getting for whom in order to avoid aimlessly wandering
around for hours. I've started to buy gifts online just to avoid driving in bad
weather, parking hassles and overcrowded malls. I think many of us are so
busy this time of year that we forget to stop, breathe and reflect about what
this time of year means to us. It is a time of celebration, but we can choose
what to celebrate, whether it be the birth of a child over 2,000 years ago, or
simply the fact that the days will be getting longer (more sunlight) over the
next six months. I have to force myself sometimes to sit down and just
enjoy the sights and sounds around me. I love the lights and the music the
season brings. I find that going to an occasional Christmas/holiday concert
is the best way for me to enjoy the Spirit of the Season. Just taking an hour
or two to enjoy such a concert forces me to stop dashing around, or being
up to my elbows in cookie dough or wrapping paper, thus letting the stress
melt away and leaving me feeling more revitalized and ready to conquer
the frantic holiday preparations.
Speaking of music and concerts, the Lakeshore
Community Choir just had an amazing
performance experience at the Dorval Museum.
We sang beautifully to a packed house, and
everyone appreciated the holiday music we so
painstakingly rehearsed. Kudos to Kerry-Anne and
Michael Woytiuk for their leadership in our
successful performance.

On behalf of the Board, I would like to take a moment to wish all our
members and friends a Happy and Safe Holiday Season. May you not get
too caught up in the frenzy ;-)
~ Irene
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OUT AND ABOUT AT LUUC
It never seems to amaze me how great our Sunday services seem to be.
We have had some fantastic speakers through the month of
November. On the 12th we had a service led by Timothy Byrnes and
Gaetane Parent where you could have heard a pin drop in the sanctuary
as Jean Merrifield recounted stories of life in England during the
war. What an amazing mind and memory at 101 years old!
Our hats off to the service leaders and all the work they do to make sure
the service runs smoothly and is meaningful. The job of service leader is
much more than an M.C. on Sunday morning. They are required to
research or write just the right opening words, choose a chalice-lighting
that engages the congregation in a spirit of worship and choose songs that
integrate themselves with the theme of the speaker and coordinate this
with our musical director Kerry-Anne. We are truly blessed, and as Fred
Cappucino reminded us at the reception honouring him and his wife
Bonnie, there is something special about this congregation. I think what
he wanted to say was: "You are the most beautiful congregation in the
world!"
And lastly, in the spirit of Christmas, the following observation:
If there had been three wise women who went to Bethlehem, they would
have asked for directions, arrived on time, helped deliver the baby,
cleaned the stable, made a meal, and brought some practical gifts.
~Paul Sullivan

MARY WRITES:
I really enjoyed Jean's talk this morning. She wrote all about the sadness
of the war and ended up saying that "it is up to you young people to
continue the battle." I sat next to Jean and told her afterwards that, one
time, when I was in the teen youth group, LRY (liberal religious youth), we
were watching a little TV about Vietnam. Robin Cappuccino began to cry
and those around him hugged him and so it spread on, like a snowflake: all
of us crying. It was also good to see Michael Cartile with Kerry-Anne: a
bonus when he can make it. José had a comment and began to cry. I was
touched. Sheila Laursen squeezed her hand.
Best wishes to all, Mary
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CHRISTMAS BAZAAR!!!
It is that time of the year again - the time for our
Annual Christmas Bazaar which will be held on
December 17th after the Children’s Special
Sunday Service. Along with baking, we will crafts
and nearly-new treasures which you can
purchase for Christmas giving. To make this all
happen, we are asking you to bake so we will
have lots of cakes, muffins, cookies, shortbreads,
frozen soups and much more!
Your fund-raising committee is asking you to be generous both in providing
baking and contributing items we can sell. All of the money goes directly to
LUUC so we can keep up with our expenses.
If you need more information or have an item or two (as well as
baking) that you would like to donate, please contact Peg Wooley.
Christmas Basket: This is our oldest charity. At this
time each year, we collect perishable food and money
and make up an overflowing basket. This year the
Families of Maple Grove School Students will be the
recipient. Please bring non-perishable food and put it in
the box in the lobby – and/or give your cheque/cash to
Christopher.
Thank you! LUUC Fund Raising committee.

AVOID THE RUSH AND SUPPORT LUUC!!
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S.E. NEWS
Elsa and the Children’s and Youth Groups
have started to prepare for our December
Multi-generational
Service.
The
much
anticipated holiday sleep-over begins on
December 16th at 6pm. There will be a
potluck dinner, with full details on what to bring
being sent out one week in advance. Children
seven and under will need to be
accompanied by an adult to stay the night.

LIGHTING OUR CORNER OF THE SKY – HOLIDAY PLAY

The SE Youth and Children have chosen the play Lighting Our Corner
Of The Sky, which takes us through the history of this special holiday
season – from Pagan Days to UU times. This is a true Multi-gen play, so
Adults, don’t be shy and speak up if you’d like to take on a role!
Please keep an eye out for our prop/costume “wish list”, should you
happen to have any needed items kicking around your home. We also may
need to make some of the required items, so let us know if you’d be willing
to join the parents and knitting club, for a fun, old-fashioned work bee.
Your assistance would be greatly appreciated!
If interested in participating in any way (acting, making props/costumes or
behind the scenes), please contact Catherine at catforbes@gmail.com.
Parents, if you are unable to attend upcoming Services, if able, please
send your children anyway as we are starting to work on the play.
~ Catherine Forbes
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REFLECTIONS OF NOVEMBER SERVICES…
HONORING FRED AND BONNIE CAPPUCCINO
On Sunday November 5th we celebrated our long
association with Rev. Fred and Bonnie
Cappuccino.
Susan Czarnocki related his storied biography,
including the March in Selma with Rev. Martin
Luther King.
Christine Wooley spoke for her mother Peg
Wooley, who was an LUUCer before Fred came
to our congregation in 1967 and told how he was
unlike any other minister she had ever known;
how he worked hard, attended every possible
meeting, took his turn with the chores, including bathroom patrol and
showed us a very different aspect of ministry. All this while he and Bonnie
adopted more and more children!
Andrea Cartile, spoke of her trip to India, Nepal and Bangladesh with
Bonniema, while visiting the Child Haven Homes.
Bella Gavanski spoke on the impact that Fred and Bonnie have had on
her life since she was very young and which lead to her current
humanitarian studies at Dawson College this year.
Cormac Lutes told us that he likes the Cappuccinos because they put
children first, rather than just thinking of themselves.
It was heart warming to hear Fred’s booming voice as he and Kerry-Anne
Kutz sang Annie Laurie together. After the service we enjoyed a simple
vegetarian lunch of hearty soups, tasty breads and fruit all topped off with
a huge cake.

Unfortunately, Bonnie could not attend and we all send our love and best
wishes for her speedy recovery.
As it was my turn to put on the lunch, I would like to mention how much I
appreciated the clean-up crew of Chris Bassett, Selina, Michael and
Paul – and also dear Dan and Alain who took it upon themselves to wash
all those icky, sticky dishes! Thank you so much everyone.
~Heather Falconer
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SPOKEN WORDS OF SERVICE LEADER TIMOTHY BYRNES
NOV 12TH REMEMBRANCE DAY SERVICE
WITH SPEAKER JEAN MERRIFIELD
Remembrance Today
We honour the soldiers who battled on the front lines
Who sacrificed for a cause and their country
Even ending their time
War is filled with stories of great heroism and valour
but in itself is a shame
All sides claim to be righteous
Often even pray to a god of the same name
Our side always seems to seem somehow more right
And we only choose war as a last resort because THEY first chose to fight
Such vindications can be found with abundance on all sides
Yet, arguments that appear at first as opposite as can be
At their core actually have striking similarities
Absolute right and wrong is difficult to define and most often cannot be found,
But a search for peace starts by simply searching for
common ground
It is common that we cannot forget
It is common that it is difficult to forgive
Common is our wish for peace
And, it is common that we wish to joyfully and simply live
As we are in this joyful moment, a great day
With a first hand account from Jean about World War 2
A war that does not seem so far away
Sadly, the history of war appears repeating
But, if this is so...so too must our love
A love for we have not just for each other but that we share with our perceived
enemies
Even if what we share is misunderstood
As love compels us to find, search, celebrate and share all that is good.
~ Timothy Byrnes
~photo credit: Blake Camp

A RETURNING MEMBER!
Christine Wooley is in town on a one year sabbatical and living close to the
Atwater Market. She looks forward to joining us on Sunday mornings as
her schedule allows. Welcome back Christine!
Please add Christine’s number to your directory: (506) 961-3356
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COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
PUTS OUR NEW LUUC WEBSITE ONLINE

During a Membership and Communications Committee brainstorming
session at Lakeshore last 31 March, Timothy Byrnes suggested that
building a new blog-compatible website could be the most cost-effective
way of making what we offer as an inclusive spiritual community better
known to the larger Montreal community.
Nowadays, with so much information available on-line, talking up our
congregation, our spiritual explorations program, our rights of passage
services, our choir, our social action and all that we are by posting our
stories, our reflections on-line via a blog will make us more visible. A few
of the people who discover our vibrant community on-line will actually
come through our doors and may stay to eventually become part of our
community.
So the Communications Committee struck a sub-committee composed of
Timothy, Rob, Susan and Christopher to study the options. It opted for
the very popular WordPress content management system and bought a
UU template from the US Unitarian Universalist Association. This was
customized to fit our needs and priorities.
Using the new WordPress Theme This site will not only allow Board
Members and Committee Chairs to post news and opinion on the site, but
also allow the whole congregation to post comments to nourish the
dialogue within our community.
If you have articles or posts you would like to the editors to put up on the
site, please send an email with your text to both Susan Czarnocki and
Christopher Thomson.
We also invite you to leave a comment or “Reply” to Events and Posts.
There is a place for that at the bottom of each Post or Event page.
Comments are moderated and will appear only after been seen and
approved by one of the Editors.
The current version (1.0) was put on-line 8 November 2017.
OUR WEB-SITE: www.LUUC.org
~ Christopher Thomson
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OUR CARING COMMITTEE
Jose Van Amerongen, Dori Abbott, and Sheila Laursen form the "core"
of our Caring Committee, with Gary Spiller and Rev. Heather FraserFawcett as support. If you know of someone in our congregation who is
ill, or lonely, or needs a helping hand, please call us. For the month of
December, Dori Abbott is the person to phone at 514 630-4264 or email:
doriabbott@gmail.com
Jean Merrifield proved to be of strong British stock recently. In spite of
having Shingles, and a couple of falls followed by brief hospital stays, she
was a moving and powerful speaker at our November 12 service on "War
and Peace - what have we learned?"
Hélène Auer is recovering well from her fall and stay in hospital too. She
is now having rehab treatments at the Vivalis in Pointe Claire, and reported
that as it is just across the street from her home at The Cambridge, her
Scrabble partners just bring the game to her for them all to enjoy!
Heather Falconer's sister died recently, and has gone to London,
England for her funeral and to be with her family there. We send our deep
sympathy to Heather and her family of their loss.
Mary Rowan does not get out to church very much, but she loves being in
touch with her Lakeshore UU friends, and she welcomes phone calls from
us (514 830-3685).
Huntly McNiven was welcomed back to church on Sunday, as he was
serving as Greeter for those arriving for the service. He has renewed his
lease on the apartment on Delmar in Pointe Claire, but as bus service from
there to our church is very poor, offers of a lift on Sundays would be
wonderful!
Maud Bonnier is also suffering from Shingles, and would be cheered up
by a call or visit from an LUUC friend.
~ Sheila Laursen
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Note from Dori Abbott about the caring committee

I will give a little background. We started the caring committee years ago,
Heather Falconer, Peg, Margo and I. We got in touch with the downtown
Church and used their model. We do visiting, driving, sending cards or
whatever is needed. One person is in charge for one or two months, she
writes the cards and lets others know what should be done. We used to
put the name of the person in charge in the newsletter, so that everyone
knows who to contact. We have a budget for cards and stamps. We
divided the people who needed regular phone calls. The group has fallen
apart a bit, since we all are getting older. We were happy that Jose joined
us a few years ago and this year Sheila. The latter suggested to include
Gary Spiller and Heather Fraser-Fawcett, since they already do a lot of
visiting. We are very careful with confidentiality but it is good to know who
visits who. If you have any suggestions please let us know. Jose is now in
charge of the caring committee. I feel it is very important that we look after
our own people.
Best, Dori

Our ever smiling and most helpful Nancy Graham has a birthday on
December 2nd. Thanks for all you do Nancy, from collecting canned goods
to polishing the chrome, we wish you a very Happy Birthday!
Happy birthday to Hélène Cimon-Auer on December 6th. We hope that
you are truly on the mend from your fall, dear Hélène, and that we see you
back at LUUC soon!
Happy Birthday to Sari Kelen on December 9th. You are so admired for
your willingness to step up and take on a challenge – we hope you know
how much you are appreciated, Sari. Have a beautiful day on the 9th!
We wish a Happy Birthday to Irene Hausknost on December 18th. A busy
Mum with a busy job, a choir member and also the President of our Board!
Hope you’re surrounded by loving, helpful hands on your birthday!
Happy Birthday to Annelise Ogle on the 22nd. We hope to see more of
you, Adam and your little ones in the upcoming weeks! We miss you!
Hope your special day is wonderful, Annie.
Talia Sanchez-Rooker’s birthday is on December 22nd. A vibrant
member of the Youth Group, we all wish you a Happy Birthday Talia – and
hope you get lots of birthday presents, and Christmas ones too ;-) !
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LONG RANGE PLANNING FOR OUR CONGREGATION
The Committee tasked with exploring ways to expand the LUUC
membership met on Monday, November 13. The committee is tasked with
exploring ways to best deploy (or not) our financial and other resources.
The meeting was well attended and included insights from members who
emailed their thoughts.
Although there was no clear consensus on how to move forward, everyone
recognized the need to expand our community. Ideas discussed included
relocating further west, hiring a part time minister, web/ online presence,
strategic investments in marketing and updating our programming.
Future meetings will be planned to help narrow the focus of the
discussions and presenting recommendations to the board. All members
are invited to join the discussion by contacting Timothy Byrnes via email
(t-byrnes@jetworldwide.ca).
~ Christopher

AN LUUC NEWSLETTER EDITOR HAS EMERGED!
The Newsletter is now being compiled and edited by
James Sisley.
Heather Falconer e-mailed a number of useful files,
which were greatly appreciated. The initial format of
this Newsletter included.
As of this writing, I have received several
contributions, which are readily transferred to the
draft document to form the articles. After the material
has been compiled, a draft is sent to Catherine
Forbes, who formats the document, adds suitable illustrations and
sprinkles in some humorous quotes and cartoons. This document
becomes the digital / on-line version.
Note: The printed edition will not be in it’s usual booklet format, as it is
incompatible with the page size and current format.
My credentials? I was the editor of the booklet version some years ago, so
have some experience, including having it printed and distributed.
~ Ed.
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Take some time out from shopping - to enjoy an afternoon of cinema
Pointe Claire Library offers free showings of recent movies at the Central
branch. Here are December's films:
Friday December 1 - 1:30 p.m
Bon Cop, Bad Cop 2 (in French).
This takes place 8 years after the first one. The two men have remained
friends, but have not spoken in almost a year. In this second chapter, the
pair must face an important car theft ring that turns out to be a lot more
than they bargained for.
Friday December 8 - 1:30 p.m. Lady Macbeth (in English)
Rural England 1865. Katherine is stifled by her loveless marriage to a
bitter man twice her age, whose family is cold and unforgiving. When she
embarks on a passionate affair with a young worker on her husband's
estate, a force is unleashed inside her, so powerful that she will stop at
nothing to get what she wants.
December 15 – January 7th
CAMELOT THE PANTOMIME– Hudson Village Theatre
Camelot, the mythical place of magic, romance and intrigue!! Arthur and
his Guinevere, Arthur’s overbearing father King Uther, the powerful
sorceress Morgan Le Fay, the wizard Merlin (there are three of them!), the
Evil Sisterhood, and of course the Knights of the Round Table. Yes, they
are all there but…the story is about to be told just a little differently than the
one you know. You might have already guessed that by the “three”
Merlins!! Laughter, smiles, songs, dances, jokes (good and bad) and pure
FAMILY FUN!
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TAKE COMPASSIONATE ACTION
At Union Church's beautiful concert entitled "Hygge" (a Danish word
meaning warmth, comfort, companionship and happiness), there was a
focus on the importance of compassion between all people of the world beginning with each one of us. Inspired by a challenge sent out by author
Karen Armstrong, the Charter for Compassion was created in 2009 and
people around the world are encouraged to read it, and to commit to
supporting it through our own actions.
"The principle of compassion lies at the heart of all religions, ethical and
spiritual traditions, calling us to always to treat all others as we wish to be
treated ourselves. Compassion impels us to work tirelessly to alleviate the
suffering of our fellow creatures, to dethrone ourselves from the centre of
our world and put another there, and to honour the inviolable sanctity of
every single human being, treating everyone, without exception, with
absolute justice, equity and respect." (one excerpt from the Charter)
The
complete
Charter
of
Compassion
is
found
at http://charterforcompassion.org. Let's affirm, and act, on this Charter
for the New Year!
~ Sheila

UPDATE ON OUR SYRIAN REFUGEE FAMILY
In early November, we learned from MP Francis Scarpaleggia's office that
Bilal and his family are in the "final stages of approval" to come to Canada.
Their medical examinations and security checks have been completed and
they have all passed! Now, all the documentation and examination reports
are sent from the Canadian office in Saudi Arabia, where they have been
living for the past 3 years, to Canada's Regional Citizenship & Immigration
office in Abu Dhabi. Once those officials have verified and approved all
the reports, the family will be notified, visas as permanent residents of
Canada will be issued, and plane tickets will be bought by the Canadian
government. And then WE will be notified of their arrival date!
So....we may well be welcoming Bilal, his wife and their four children to a
cold, snowy and blustery Montreal in the coming months. To that end, we
are starting to search for warm coats, jackets, boots, hats, mitts, scarves,
etc with which to greet them at the airport when they arrive. If you think
you can help, please contact Sheila Laursen at 514 697-4195 or by email:
sheila.laursen@bell.net.
Father Bilal: jacket Large Size , Shoes 42 Eu 9.5 US
Mother Farah: Jacket XXl Size , Shoes 8,5 – 9
11 year old daughter Dalal: Jacket M, shoe 8.5-9
9 year old son Abdullah: Jacket M Size , Shoes 8
5 year old son Baraa: Jacket 6 x Size , Shoes 2
3 year old son Huzaifa: Jacket 4 Size , Shoes 13
~ Sheila
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LET’S SUPPORT OUR TALENTED LUUCers
ROB LUTES NOMINATED FOR TWO MAPLE BLUES AWARDS!

Rob has been nominated for Acoustic Act and Songwriter of the Year by
the Maple Blues Awards! Congrats Rob!
Winners are determined through voting from now to November 30th. If you
have a few minutes and want to support Rob, you can register and vote
here: http://www.mapleblues.ca/Register.aspx.
Rob wishes to extend a big thank you to all the LUUCers who come out to
support him – he’s always touched when he sees us cheering him on.
He’ll let us know of his upcoming concerts in the Montreal area in the New
Year.
~ Catherine

JOIN KARINE DESCHAMPS AND FAMILY
FOR A SPECIAL EVENING OF STORIES AND SONG

Notre Noël; Our Christmas
Karine, her sister Sarah Deschamps and mother Judi Richards will
present their show on Saturday December 9th. Called Notre Noël, it is a
touching and light show about their own version of Xmas; family, peace
and hope. It includes stories and songs that capture their take on the
holiday, in full beautiful harmony.
NOTE: Though many songs are in English, the show is in French.
Tickets in person with Karine, 20$
Or
Interact transfer via email, 22$, send payment to:
NotreNoel9dec17@videotron.ca
Security question: on se voit au
Answer: spectacle
~ Catherine
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU ALL!!
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